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What could be better for kids in the backseat on those long car trips?Â  Highlighting some of

America's most popular travel destinations, Summer Fun Mad Libs Junior is perfect for those long

road trips.
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This book is really cute. This kind of thing is great for the car or plane. It's a good grammar tool for

little ones (grade school) as it highlights the difference between nouns, adjectives, and verbs. This

kind of thing is also fun for kids that have learned basic grammar. Our son is in middle school and

one of his teachers regularly did these kinds of stories with her classroom just for fun while they took

breaks from other types of learning. The kids had a great time making choices and selections about

which words would fill their stories. At the end, it was something they could all laugh about.I'm really

excited to use this book with my young nieces and nephews soon. It will be good for way more than

a laugh or two!

I bought these to take on a plane ride. My 6 year old son and I enjoyed doing them together, he

really got a kick out of them. I loved that it was both fun and educational. Mad Libs Junior was a



great idea!

Had a blast with these books in the past, kids asking for words and putting stories together. Also

teaches sentence structure to younger children. Our niece had everyone laughing with the little

stories we had all created! Recommend this and would surely buy again!

Bought for my six year old, to learn all the silly ways to express yourself. Kept her busy through the

summer months of no school. Nice big sized book for learning to write.

It's been awhile since I've looked at a Mad Libs book. Have they always recommended words, or is

this something specific to the Junior line? I can understand that the reason for this is to ease early

readers into Mad Libs, but it does take away from the fun, turning an open-ended game into a

closed-ended one, and makes the resulting stories less silly. All that said, Mad Libs are a great tool

for emerging literacy, especially reluctant readers.

After doing something like this at a resturant our daughter wanted to do more however she was just

finishing Kindergarten and we did not think the regular Mad Libs would be interesting to her. These

are perfect! Not too long, but long enough, and the subject matter is something she can easily relate

to. Wish they were a little bit sillier but not complaining at all. We try not giving her suggestions or

mixing it up and giving some that are not given and find this helps with the silliness factor.

We bought these for our family vacation so my sons would have something to do on the car ride.

They loved them! And the fact that they are larger books and easy to use made it great for our 6

year old to do too!

We used this on a 27 hour car drive with our 3 young children. It was enjoyable for the adults AND

kids. The bonus was that it reinforced adjectives, nouns, etc. And it very clearly spelled out what

type of word each one was and used pictures to assist children that were still on the fence and not

comfortable with grammar.
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